
Experience Exclusive Gourmet Indulgences In Paris and Cognac At Two Leading Hotels Of The World

New Package Now Available From Fauchon L’Hotel Paris And Hotel Chais Monnet & Spa

PARIS, FRANCE — Two �ve-star Leading Hotels of the World have joined together to provide culinary travelers with an opportunity to experience 
exclusive gourmet indulgences at the heart of French living in two of the most renowned cities: Paris and Cognac. Fauchon L'Hôtel Paris and 
Hôtel Chais Monnet & Spa invite connoisseurs of �ne food and drink to embark on a journey to two cities focused on French delicacies and a 
commitment to authentic local experiences.

Fauchon L'Hôtel Paris is intended for hedonists seeking sensory experiences full of pleasure to delight the senses at every moment of the day. 
While in Paris at Fauchon L'Hôtel Paris, guests will enjoy:

Welcome mocktail and iconic FAUCHON macarons at check in;
Accommodations in a room or suite (according to preference);
Breakfast daily either in the room or suite or at the Grand Café Fauchon;
Gourmet Bar in room which will be customized to the guest preferences with a variety of complimentary savory or sweet FAUCHON products;
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Special treats delivered to the room daily including macarons, mouth-shaped �nanciers, or even the iconic FAUCHON madeleine;
Exclusive 45-minute workshop on the sensory journey into the history of FAUCHON teas featuring special teas, educational information, fun games,
and sweet pastry pairings to accompany the teas tasted.

Fauchon L'Hotel Paris

The per night rate for the Gourmet Package at Fauchon L’Hotel Paris starts from €870 per night depending upon the category of room or suite selected
and dates of stay. Taxes and service are additional. For additional details, please visit https://www.hotel-fauchon-paris.fr/gourmet-package.

The Hotel Chais Monnet & Spa, imbued with a strong local heritage, embodies a true parenthesis of nature and indulgence for its guests as well. While in
Cognac at Hôtel Chais Monnet & Spa, guests will enjoy:

Accommodations in a room or suite (according to preference);
Breakfast daily;
Complimentary collection of cognac mignonettes specially designed by Monnet as well as a gourmet basket �lled with quality regional products;
Cognac Masterclass at the Jazz Bar Le 1838 to learn the workings of cognac making, its history, tips on the art of cognac tasting, an opportunity to
design your own cognac cocktail, plus delicious treats and appetizers to pair with cocktails and cognac.

Hotel Chais Monnet & Spa

The per night rate for the Gourmet Package at Hotel Chais Monnet & Spa starts from €535 per night depending upon the category of room or suite
selected and dates of stay. Taxes and service are additional. For additional information, visit https://www.chaismonnethotel.com/en/offers.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: This Gourmet Package experience is set up for individual stays at each hotel for the number of nights a guest wishes to visit;
however guests must book a minimum of one night at each hotel during the same trip for these rates and inclusions to apply (except special sales
conditions where a minimum-night stay requirement is imposed or black-out dates apply). Reservations can only be made via telephone or email with the
reservation department of either hotel (one hotel can make a booking for the other). Guests are required to book their own transport via train from Paris to
Cognac or vice versa. Each hotel can assist with hotel transfers to and from the train station; however it is not included in the price. The transfer in Paris is
125€ incl. VAT one way in a Mercedes E Class from the Fauchon L’Hotel Paris to Gare Montparnasse. In Cognac the transfer is 155€ incl. VAT one way
from Angoulême station to the Hotel Chais Monnet & Spa in a Jaguar E-pace. This package is available beginning May 1, 2024 and subject to availability.

Photography related to this package can be found HERE.
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ABOUT HOTEL CHAIS MONNET & SPA

Opened in October 2018, the Hotel Chais Monnet & Spa immerses its guests in the cozy world of the former cognac cellars of the Monnet family. The hotel
occupies the site of a former 19th century trading house, which remained fallow in the 2000s and 2010s. Fortunately, the period buildings, such as the
distillery and the cooperage, have been preserved and have enabled architect Didier Poignant to draw on this rich industrial heritage to create a calm and
elegant �ve-star spa hotel.

The establishment offers 92 discreetly chic rooms and suites, with light wood furniture and amber, tobacco, brown and blond fabrics, reminiscent of the
nuances of cognac. The Hotel Chais Monnet & Spa also has a Michelin-starred gourmet restaurant, Les Foudres, a contemporary brasserie, La Distillerie,
a Jazz bar, Le 1838, which offers a selection of more than 300 different cognacs and a rooftop lounge open from May to September , as well as meeting
rooms. The wellness area includes a spa with the Olivier Claire and Kos brands, a �tness room, a jacuzzi, an indoor and outdoor swimming pool, a
hammam and a sauna. www.chaismonnethotel.com

ABOUT FAUCHON L’HOTEL PARIS

Fauchon l'Hôtel Paris, a member of The Leading Hotels of the World having opened in September 2018, is a true Parisian setting for hedonists looking for
a sensory experience high in indulgence, whose watchword is "(get ) to please". Located on the legendary Place de la Madeleine in the eighth
arrondissement of Paris, this gourmet and experiential, festive and uninhibited hotel with 33 rooms and 21 suites is distinguished by its glamorous spirit,
labeled SHe Travel because it is popular with female clients visiting hotels in the planet and its French art of living. Each room and suite is equipped with
an exclusive piece of furniture, an icon of indulgence, signed by designer Sacha Lakic and created by Maison Roche-Bobois: the GOURMET BAR which
delights the senses of each guest with a personalized savory and sweet selection. The Grand Café Fauchon, the hotel's restaurant with a 200m2 terrace
with a breathtaking view of the Eglise de la Madeleine, offers the best of French gastronomy in continuous service from breakfast to dinner including the
essentials “GLAM’HOURS”, the FAUCHON-style aperitif. Enjoy an exceptional moment at the Beauty Spa: enter the GLAM universe of a space exclusively
dedicated to the awakening of the senses. Recently awarded the 2023 Readers’ Choice Awards by Condé Nast Traveler, Fauchon L’Hôtel Paris received the
12th best place in the “Europe France Paris” Hotels category. For more information, visit www.hotel-fauchon-paris.fr

ABOUT THE LEADING HOTELS OF THE WORLD (LHW)

Comprised of more than 400 hotels in over 80 countries, The Leading Hotels of the World is the largest collection of independent luxury hotels. In 1928, 38
independent hoteliers came together to create LHW. Since then, the Company has carefully curated distinctive hotels, resorts, inns, chalets, villas, and
safari camps from the snow-capped Alps of Europe to the African veldt, to share them with adventurous souls who seek the remarkably uncommon. The
LHW community is �lled of exceptional individuals, united by a passion for the surprising discoveries and details that come with every experience. LHW
hoteliers are artisans of hospitality whose expertise, commitment to excellence, and individual �air allows them to create story-worthy moments for their
guests. And it is these authentic, individualized experiences combined with the warm hospitality and high-touch service they provide that keeps discerning
travelers returning again and again. LHW’s collection covers the globe and promises a broad range of destinations and uncommon experiences, enhanced
by LHW’s tiered guest loyalty program Leaders Club. From converted former palaces, and countryside retreats run by the same families for generations, to
gleaming skyscrapers in dynamic urban centers, serene private island escapes, glamorous tented camps – and beyond –   explore, �nd inspiration, and
experience unforgettable travel moments by visiting: www.lhw.com, Facebook @LeadingHotels, Twitter @LeadingHotels and
Instagram @leadinghotelsoftheworld.

ABOUT THE LEADERS CLUB

The Leaders Club is the free loyalty program of The Leading Hotels of the World. Guests who are members of the Leaders Club staying at Fauchon L'Hôtel
Paris and Hôtel Chais Monnet & Spa bene�t from personalized service and exclusive bene�ts that allow them to fully enjoy their stay in the 400+
independent luxury properties. from the collection around the world. These bene�ts include earning points for free nights, included breakfast, pre-arrival
upgrade opportunities, early check-in/late check-out consideration, special member rates, and more . Join us now to become a #LHWtraveler.

MEDIA CONTACTS:

Fauchon L'Hotel Paris:
Jane Coloccia  
JC Communications, LLC
917-930-0062
Jane@JCCommunicationsllc.com

Hotel Chais Monnet & Spa
Nada Nassar
Phoenix Communication
NNassar@Phoenix-Communication.fr
07 77 12 98 53
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